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PSYCHOLOGY APPLIED TO THE . IM:E>ROVEMENT OF 
CONTROL OF THE PITCH OF THE VOICE 
IN SINGING. . .. 
CARL J. KNOCK. 
The object of this research is to ascertain some of the ele~ 
ments in the acquisition of accuracy of pitch in singing. The 
study was divided into three divisions; (1) a preliminary series 
of five tests, in which no information was given the observer 
in regard to the accuracy of his· singing; (2) a practice series 
of ten tests, during which the observer· was informed of · the 
error in pitch after each trial; and (3) a final series of fi\'.re 
tests conducted in the same manner as the first. The object of 
the first test was to ascertain the accuracy of their Slinging with" 
out training; the second was the training series, the object of 
which was to correct the errors and to form new tonal concepts 
and voluntary control; and the object of the third series was to 
find out whether or not the observers had p·rofited by the train~ 
ing ill the second series and fo what extent they 'carried it over 
into actual practice. 
·. The tonoscope, a 256 v. d. tuning fork, and a resonator were 
used in this experiment. The observers, four men and eight 
women, were all interested· in music, but none of them had had 
any special training in singing. The tones· sung were the. funda-
mental, third, fifth, and octave. The fuftdament,al. tone was ob-
tained frop:J. the fork. As soon as the observer· had the given 
tone' cl~a~ly in' mind, he sang that tone and immediately' fol- ' 
lowed it by singing one of the intervals. . 
· The tables below give the average errors in terllis of 'vibra'. 
tions and the per cent of gafu in the second and third· series 
over the first. . · . 
First 
series. 
Error. 
J:<'undamental ...... 1.9 
Third ............. 2.4 
Fifth ............. 3.1 
·octave ............. 2.3 
22 
Second' Third 
. ' " . ~eries. . ' series. . 
Error. Gain. Error. Gain. 
Per cent. Per cent., 
.5 77 1.1 42 
.9 62 1.8 25 
1.1 64 2.4 •' 23 
1.2 47 1.9 22 
1
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Fundamental ...... 4.2 
Third· ............. 5.2 
Fifth ............. 5.9 
Octave .......... : . 6.0 
WOMEN. 
1.8 
1.9 
2.3 
3.4 
57 
63 
61 
43 
2.3 
3.8 
4.2 
3.5 
45 
27 
30 
.44 
The records show that the natural tendency of the women 
was to sing sharp throughout. The men sang the intervals 
sharp but the fundamental flat. · Very few persons sing in true 
pitch. The reason for this is that the ear is not keen enough 
to detect small errors in pitch and to act as a check in accur-
acy of singing. This was very evident in the first series where 
no information was given the observer in regard to his errors. 
In this series ·the observers sang in their usual ·manner. Al-
though they all sang shlµ"pi or flat, they were apparently satis-
fied with their singing, for they made no attempt to correct 
themselves. Hence we find that no improvement was made in 
this series and the variation in the ~verage error was small. 
In the second series the errors were proportionally much 
smaller than those in the first. This clearly indicates that ac-
curate checkjng of errors in pitch enhances the ability to strike 
a tone and to sing an interval. The decrease in error was so 
pronounced in the first test that there was very little improve-
ment made during the rest of the series. ' 
The errors in the third series were somewhat larger than 
those of the Second but smaller than those of the first. This is 
significant, for it indicates that there was a transfer of gain 
from the training series to the final unaided series; or, in other 
words, voluntary control had been developed through accur-
ate checking of errors. 
. This proves quite conclusively that training with accurate 
checking of errors develops accuracy of pitch in singing. What 
the exact nature of the development is, may be· difficult to ex-
plain, but it is probably in the form of new tonal concepts, 
better muscle control, keener discriminative power, increased 
confidence, and ability to eliminate disturbing factors. 
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The problem· to be pre1 
ing the :r_-elative merits o 
vertisements are arrange< 
at one extreme, the poOl 
ones in . their ranking 01 
p.rocedure used in the ex 
The distinctive feature 
fundamental analysis of 
upon which the judgmei 
compared and ranked U] 
factors separately. To m 
values of the advertisem~ 
list of scoring factors 1 
which go to make. up a 1 
The analysis of scorhi 
manner. First .an analy, 
which must be induced 
order to be effective. Thu 
attract the attention of tI 
Its meaning must be rea 
have meaning value. It 1 
the reader; it must have . 
be remembered; it must lJ 
convince the reader and j 
Sive value. 
The next step was to c 
termine the specific fact 
these ends .. The results.~ 
1. Attention value 
1. In tensity 
2. Strikingness 
3. Clearness 
4. Feeling tone 
2. Meaning value 
1. Distinctness 
2. Uelevance 
3. F,:i.miliarity 
4. Ar•tness 
5. Simplicity 
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